The characteristics of interval breast cancer in mass screening.
To investigate the characteristics of interval breast cancer in mass screening, comparisons were made of the following three groups: interval group (21 interval breast cancer cases), mass screening group (87 breast cancer cases detected by mass screening) and outpatient group (266 breast cancer cases diagnosed at outpatient clinics). There were no differences among the three groups in terms of the case distribution by age or obesity, but significant differences in the case distribution according to nodal involvement and tumor size. Histological grading of the malignancy of the primary tumors disclosed that the incidence of breast cancer showing frequent mitoses was high in the interval group compared to the mass screening and outpatient groups. The 7-year cumulative disease-free survival rate was 75.3% in the interval group, 90.0% in the mass screening group and 83.1% in the outpatient group. The mean tumor size of the interval cases at the time of mass screening, back-calculated on the basis of the estimated tumor doubling time, was 1.5 cm in diameter, smaller than that of the mass screening group. It is surmised that interval breast cancer is characterized by marked proliferation of the tumor cells and has a poorer prognosis than the other group cases. These findings might be due to the marked proliferation of interval breast cancer rather than because of cases having been overlooked at the time of the last screening.